Abstract. Formal certification is based on the idea that a mathematical proof of some property of a piece of software can be regarded as a certificate of correctness which, in principle, can be subjected to external scrutiny. In practice, however, proofs themselves are unlikely to be of much interest to engineers. Nevertheless, it is possible to use the information obtained from a mathematical analysis of software to produce a detailed textual justification of correctness. In this paper, we describe an approach to generating textual explanations from automatically generated proofs of program safety, where the proofs are of compliance with an explicit safety policy that can be varied. Key to this is tracing proof obligations back to the program, and we describe a tool which implements this to certify code auto-generated by AutoBayes and AutoFilter, program synthesis systems under development at the NASA Ames Research Center. Our approach is a step towards combining formal certification with traditional certification methods.
Introduction
Formal methods are becoming potentially more applicable due, in large part, to improvements in automation: in particular, in automated theorem proving. However, this increasing use of theorem provers in both software and hardware verification also presents a problem for the applicability of formal methods: how can such specialized tools be combined with traditional process-oriented development methods?
The aim of formal certification is to prove that a piece of software is free of certain defects. Yet certification traditionally requires documentary evidence that the software development complies with some process (e.g., DO-178B). Although theorem provers typically generate a large amount of material in the form of formal mathematical proofs, this cannot be easily understood by people inexperienced with the specialized formalism of the tool being used. Consequently, the massive amounts of material that experts can create with these theorem provers remains fairly inaccessible. If you trust a theorem prover, then a proof of correctness tells that a program is safe, but this is not much help if you want to understand why.
One approach is to verbalize high-level proofs produced by a theorem prover. Most of the previous work in this direction has focused on translating low-level formal languages based on natural deduction style formal proofs. A few theorem provers, like Nuprl [CAB + 86] and Coq [BBC + 97], can display formal proofs in a natural language format, although even these readable texts can be difficult to understand. However, the basic problem is that such proofs of correctness are essentially stand-alone artifacts with no clear relation to the program being verified.
In this paper, we describe a framework for generating comprehensive explanations for why a program is safe. Safety is defined in terms of compliance with an explicitly given safety policy. Our framework is generic in the sense that we can instantiate the system with a range of different safety policies, and can easily add new policies to the system.
The safety explanations are generated from the proof obligations produced by a verification condition generator (VCG). The verification condition generator takes as input a synthesized program with logical annotations and produces a series of verification conditions. These conditions are preprocessed by a rewrite-based simplifier and are then proved by an automated theorem prover. Unfortunately, any attempt to directly verbalize the proof steps of the theorem prover would be ineffective as -the process of simplifying the proof objects makes it difficult to provide a faithful reproduction of the entire proof; -it is difficult to relate the simplified proof obligations to the corresponding parts of the program.
We claim that it is unnecessary to display actual proof steps -the proof obligations alone provide sufficient insight into the safety of a program. Hence we adopt an approach that generates explanations directly from the verification conditions. Our goals in this paper are:
-using natural language as a basis for safety reports; -describing a framework in which proofs of safety explicitly refer back to program components; -providing an approach to merge automated certification with traditional certification procedures.
Related Work Most of the previous work on proof documentation has focused on translating low-level formal proofs, in particular those given in natural deduction style. In [CKT95] , the authors present an approach that uses a proof assistant to construct proof objects and then generate explanations in pseudonatural language from these proof objects. However, this approach is based on a low-level proof even when a corresponding high-level proof was available. The Proverb system [Hua94] renders machine-found natural deduction proofs in natural language using a reconstructive approach. It first defines an intermediate representation called assertion level inference rules, then abstracts the machinefound natural deduction proofs using these rules; these abstracted proofs are then verbalized into natural language. Such an approach allows atomic justifications at a higher level of abstraction. In [HMBC99] , the authors propose a new approach to text generation from formal proofs exploiting the high-level interactive features of a tactic-style theorem prover. It is argued that tactic steps correspond approximately to human inference steps. None of these techniques, though, is directly concerned with program verification. Recently, there has also been research on providing formal traceability between specifications and generated code.
[BRLP98] presents a tool that indicates how statements in synthesized code relate to the initial problem specification and domain theory. In [WBS + 01], the authors build on this to present a documentation generator and XML-based browser interface that generates an explanation for every executable statement in the synthesized program. It takes augmented proof structures and abstracts them to provide explanations of how the program has been synthesized from a specification.
One tool which does combine verification and documentation is the PolySpace static analysis tool [Pol] . PolySpace analyzes programs for compliance with fixed notions of safety, and produces a marked-up browsable program together with a safety report as an Excel spreadsheet.
Certification Architecture
The certification tool is built on top of two program synthesis systems. AutoBayes [FS03] and AutoFilter [WS03] are able to auto-generate executable code in the domains of data analysis and state estimation, respectively. Both systems are able to generate substantial complex programs which would be difficult and time-consuming to develop manually. Since these programs can be used in safetycritical environments, we need to have some guarantee of correctness. However, due to the complex and dynamic nature of the synthesis tools, we have departed from the traditional idea of program synthesis as being "correct by construction" or process-oriented certification, and instead adopt a product-oriented approach. In other words, we certify the individual programs which are generated by the system, rather than the system itself.
The synthesis tools, themselves, are about 75KLOC, use many "non-trivial" features of Prolog, and are continually being extended by a number of developers. Requiring ongoing verification of the system itself would cripple development. The programs generated, on the other hand, are in a "clean" imperative subset and so it is substantially easier to extend the systems to enable certification of the programs they generate. Figure 1 gives an overview of the components of the system. The synthesis system takes as input a high-level specification together with a safety policy. Lowlevel code is then synthesized to implement the specification. The synthesizer first generates "intermediate" code which can then be translated to different platforms. A number of target language backends are currently supported. The safety policy is used to annotate the intermediate code with mark-up information relevant to the policy. These annotations give "local" information, which must then be propagated throughout the code. Next, the annotated code is processed by a Verification Condition Generator (VCG), which applies the rules of the safety policy to the annotated code in order to generate safety conditions (which express whether the code is safe or not). The VCG has been designed to be "correct-by-inspection", that is, sufficiently simple that it is relatively easy to be assured that it correctly implements the rules of the safety logic. In particular, the VCG does not carry out any optimizations, not even reducing substitution terms. Consequently, the verification conditions (VCs) tend to be large and must be preprocessed before being sent to a theorem prover. The preprocessing is done by a traceable rewrite system. The more manageable SVCs are then sent to a first-order theorem prover, and the resulting proof is sent to a proof checker. In the above diagram, the safety documentation extension is indicated using dotted lines.
Formal reasoning techniques can be used to show that programs satisfy certain safety policies, for example, memory safety (i.e. they do not access out of bound memory locations), and initialization safety (i.e. undefined or uninitialized variables are not used). Formally, a safety policy is a set of proof rules and auxiliary definitions which are designed to show that programs satisfy a safety property of interest. The intention is that a safety policy enforces a particular safety property, which is an operational characterization that a program does not go wrong. The distinction between safety properties and policies is explored in detail in [DF03] . We summarize the important points here.
Axiomatic semantics for (simple) programming languages are traditionally given using Hoare logic [Mit96] , where P {C} Q means that if precondition, P , holds before the execution of command, C, then postcondition, Q, holds afterwards. This can be read backwards to compute the weakest precondition which must hold to satisfy a given postcondition.
We have extended the standard Hoare framework with the notion of safety properties. [DF03] outlines criteria when a (semantic) safety property can be encoded as an executable safety policy.
We have initially restricted ourselves to safety of array accesses (ensuring that the access is within the array bounds) and safety of variables with respect to initialization (ensuring that all variables which are read have been assigned to). However, the tool has been designed to be generic and we intend to extend it to support other forms of safety.
Hoare logic treats commands as transformations of the execution environment. The key step in formalizing safety policies is to extend this with a "shadow", or safety environment. Each variable (both scalar and vector) has a corresponding shadow variable which records the appropriate safety information for that variable. For example, for initialization safety, the shadow variable x init is set to init or uninit depending on whether x has been initialized or not. In general, there is no connection between the values of a variable and its shadow variables. The semantic definition of a safety property can then be factored into two families of formulas, Safe and Sub ( ). A feature of our framework is that the safety of a command can only be expressed in terms of its immediate subexpressions. The subscripts give the class of command (assignment, for-loop, etc.), and the superscript lists the immediate subexpressions.
For a given safety policy, for each command, C, of class cl with immediate subexpressions, e 1 . . . e n , Safe e1...en cl expresses the safety conditions on C, in terms of program variables and shadow variables; Sub e1...en cl (P ) is a substitution applied to formula P expressing the change C makes to the safety environment.
For example, for the initialization safety policy, the assignment x := y has safety condition, Safe x,y assign , which is the formula y init = init (i.e., "y must be initialized") and, for formula P , Sub x,y assign (P ) is the safety substitution P [init/x] (i.e., "x becomes initialized").
Hence, in our framework, verifying the safety of a program amounts to working backwards through the code, applying safety substitutions to compute the safety environment, and accumulating safety obligations while proving that the safety environment at each point implies the corresponding safety obligations. Explaining the safety of a program amounts to giving a textual account of why these implications hold, in terms relating to the safety conditions and safety substitutions.
Our goal, then, is to augment the certification system such that the proof obligations have sufficient information that we can give them a comprehensible textual rendering. We do this by extending the intermediate code to accommodate labels and the VCG to generate verification conditions with labels. We add labels for each declaration, assignment, loop construct and conditional statement by giving them a number in increasing order starting from zero. For loops and conditions, we also add the command type to the label. For example, for loops are given a label for(label). Similarly, we also have labels if(label) and wh(label). Figure 2 gives the Hoare rules extended by labels which are implemented by the VCG. The composition rule is the standard one. The conclusions of the other
Fig. 2. Extended Hoare Rules
rules, which have the general form lab(L, P ) {c l } Q, when read backwards, say that in order to satisfy the postcondition, Q, the command, c, labeled by l, requires precondition, P , which is given label, L (i.e. the command label, l, and possibly the command type). In the rule for while loops,P denotes P with labels removed.
In this section, we introduce the general architecture of the safety document generator and discuss the notions of def-use analysis and template composition. Figure 3 shows the structure of the document generation subsystem. The synthesized intermediate code is labeled by adding line numbers to the code before it is sent to the VCG. The VCG then produces verification conditions for the corresponding safety policy. These verification conditions preserve the labels by encapsulating them along with the weakest safety preconditions. Because of the way our safety logic is formulated in terms of immediate subexpressions of commands, we define a fragment to be a command "sliced" to its immediate subexpressions. For atomic commands, this is equivalent to the command itself. For compound commands, we will represent this as if b and while b. These are the parts of a program that require an independent safety explanation.
Document Generator
The document generator takes as input the verification conditions generated in this manner and first identifies each fragment that requires explanation (for array safety, any fragments which contain array accesses and for initialization safety, any fragments containing variable reads). It then selects appropriate explanation templates from a repository of safety-dependent templates. Text is then generated by instantiating the templates with program fragments and composing the results.
Def-Use Analysis
Since commands can affect the safety of other commands in their effect on the program environment we cannot consider the safety of commands in isolation. In particular, the safety of a command involving a variable x depends on the safety of all previous commands in the program that contain an occurrence of x. Consider the following code:
. . .
Now consider the safety of the expression a[y] = 0 with respect to array bounds. To determine whether this access is safe, we need to ensure that the value held by y is within the array bounds. Now supposing that a is an array of size 10, we need to reason that y is defined from x which in turn is initialized to 2, which is less than 10. Hence we can state that the access is safe. Similarly, if we were analyzing the safety of the same expression with respect to initialization, we would need to convince ourselves simply that y is initialized. Reasoning from y = x alone would be insufficient and incorrect because x could be uninitialized. So we need to convince ourselves that x is also initialized by considering the expression x = 2. In other words, the safety of the expression a[y] = 0 depends on the safety of the fragments y=x and x=2.
To summarize, we trace each variable in a program fragment φ to the point where it was first defined or initialized and reason about the safety of all the fragments encountered in the path to obtain a thorough explanation of the safety of φ. For a given program fragment φ having variables ω, we use Ω(φ) to represent the set of all fragments, with their labels, that were encountered while tracking each variable in ω to its origin. We also include φ in Ω(φ). Strictly speaking, the argument to Ω should be a distinguished occurrence of a fragment within a program, but we will gloss over this.
Contexts
In addition to tracking variables to their original definition, we also need to find which fragments the fragment under consideration depends on. For example, the safety of an assignment statement appearing within a conditional block also depends on the safety of the conditional expression. Similarly, the safety of statements inside while loops depends on the safety of the loop condition. In the case of nested loops and conditional statements, a fragment's safety depends on multiple fragments. To provide complete safety explanations for a program fragment φ, we construct a set 3 Ψ sp (φ) as follows. As above, φ is assumed to be distinguished within a given program. We first identify all the fragments φ on which φ depends. That is, if φ lies within conditional blocks and/or loop blocks, then we include the fragments representing those conditional expressions and/or loop expressions in φ . We will refer to this as the context of the fragment, φ, and denote it by cxt(φ). Since we add special labels to loops and conditional statements, we can easily identify blocks and can easily determine the set φ . Then, we trace each component and variable in the fragment φ and the set of fragments φ to their origin (as explained in the previous section); that is,
Intuitively, we can view Ψ sp (φ) as the set of all expressions and program fragments that we need to consider while reasoning about the safety of φ with respect to the safety policy sp. Each element in this set is represented as a (label, fragment) pair.
We now state (without proof) that φ is safe if each of the fragments in Ψ sp (φ) is safe. That is,
Here, we use the predicate safe to indicate that a set of program fragments are safe with respect to a policy sp. For example, consider the following piece of code in C:
(1) x = 5 ; (2) z = 10 ; (3) if(x > z) (4) y = x ; else (5) y = z ;
The safety of the assignment y = x at line 4 with respect to initialization of variables depends not only on the assignment statement y = x but also on the the conditional fragment if(x > z) so, in this case, for the program fragment y = x, the context would be simply {if(x > z)}. We can further deduce that the safety of the conditional statement in turn depends on the two assignment statements x = 5 and z = 10. So, to explain the safety of the expression y = x at line 4, we need to reason about the safety of the fragments if(x > z) , z = 10 and x = 5 at lines 3, 2 and 1 respectively. Hence, Ψ sp (y = x) is the set {(4, y = x), (3, if(x > z)), (2, z = 10), (1, (x = 5))}.
Templates
We have defined a library of templates which are explanation fragments for the different safety policies. These templates are simply strings with holes which can be instantiated by program components to form safety explanations. A program component can be a simple program variable, a program fragment, an expression or a label.
Template Composition and Instantiation: The composition of an explanation for a given program fragment is obtained from the templates defined for a given policy, sp. For each fragment, φ, we first construct the set Ψ sp (φ). Then, for each element ψ in Ψ sp (φ), we find the required template(s), Temp sp (ψ). Next we insert the appropriate program components in the gaps present in the template to form the textual safety explanation. This process is repeated recursively for each fragment in Ψ sp (φ) and then all the explanations obtained in this way are concatenated to form the final safety explanation. It should be noted that the safety explanations generated for most of these fragments are phrases rather than complete sentences. These phrases are then combined in such a manner that the final safety explanations reflects the data flow of the program.
As an example, consider the following code fragment:
Here, a is declared to be an array of size 10 at line 1. x is initialized to 0 at line 2 and a[x] is initialized to 0 at line 3. Considering the safety of the expression a[x] = 0 (φ), the set Ψ sp (φ) is {(3, (a[x] = 0)), (2, (x = 0))}. Now, for each of these program fragments, we apply the appropriate templates for array bounds safety and generate explanations by combining them with the program variables a and x along with their labels. In this case, the safety explanation is:
The access a[x] at line 3 is safe as the term x is evaluated from x = 0 at line 2; x is within 0 and 9; and hence the access is within the bounds of the array declared at line 1. Now if we were interested in initialization of variables, the set Ψ sp (φ) is still {(3, (a[x] = 0)), (2, (x = 0))}. However, the template definitions for the same fragments differ and the explanation is:
The assignment a[x] = 0 at line 3 is safe; the term x is initialized from x=0 at line 2.
Implementation and Illustration
We now describe an implementation of the safety document generator based on the principles discussed in the previous sections and give an example of how it works for different safety policies.
Implementation
The process of generating the explanations from the intermediate language can be broadly classified into two phases.
-Labeling the intermediate code and generating verification conditions. -Scanning the verification conditions and generating explanations.
We scan the verification conditions to identify the different parts of the program that require safety explanations collecting as much information as possible about the different data and variables along the way, and computing the Ψ sp (φ). Fragments that require safety explanations differ for different safety policies. Since we analyze the verification conditions and not the program, the safety policy has already determined this. For example, for safety with respect to array bounds, the fragments that require explanations would be the array accesses in the program. On the other hand, we need to consider all variable assignments, array accesses and assignments, declarations, and conditional statements for safety with respect to initialization of variables. That is, we consider all fragments where a variable is used and determine whether the variable has been initialized. In addition, we also accumulate information about the program variables, constants and the blocks.
Finally, using the information that we have accumulated during the scanning phase, we generate explanations for why the program is safe. As we have already mentioned, our tool is designed to be generic. Irrespective of the safety policy that we are currently concerned with, the tool analyzes each fragment that requires an explanation, and generates explanations using templates as discussed in the previous section. This approach makes extensions very easy as the introduction of a new safety policy only involves providing definitions of each template for the policy.
A Simple Example
We now give a (slightly contrived) example of some intermediate code and the corresponding explanations provided by the document generator. The program needs an invariant (not given here) in order to prove its safety for each policy. Our prototype will simply indicate where invariants have been used to prove a verification obligation. The explanations generated for safety with respect to array bounds and initialization are given in Figures 4 and 5 , respectively. The explanations are only generated if the theorem prover successfully proves all the corresponding verification conditions, and this is noted at the end. Note that we currently perform no symbolic evaluation during the analysis. The safety of the final assignment is proven using the invariant.
Safety Explanations for Array Bounds
The access a[d+i] at line 11 (if the condition i<5 at line 10 is true) is safe as the term d is evaluated from d=b*b+c*c at line 8; the term b is evaluated from b=1 at line 6; the term c is evaluated from c=2 at line 7; for each value of the loop index i from 0 to 9 at line 9, d+i is within 0 and 9; and hence the access is within the bounds of the array declared at line 1. The access a[2*d-1-i] at line 12 (if the condition i<5 at line 10 is false) is safe as the term d is evaluated from d=b*b+c*c at line 8; the term b is evaluated from b=1 at line 6; the term c is evaluated from c=2 at line 7; for each value of the loop index i from 0 to 9 at line 9, 2*d-1-i is within 0 and 9; and hence the access is within the bounds of the array declared at line 1. The access a[a [5] ] at line 13 is safe; using the invariant for the loop at line 9 and the postcondition i=9+1 after the loop; a[5] is within 0 and 9; and hence the access is within the bounds of the array declared at line 1. 
Design Issues
In this section, we present some issues that were analyzed during the design and implementation of the safety document generator and then describe features that we have implemented for flexibility.
Safety Explanations for Initialization of Variables
The assignment b=1 at line 6 is safe. The assignment c=2 at line 7 is safe. The assignment d=b*b+c*c at line 8 is safe; the term b is initialized from b=1 at line 6; the term c is initialized from c=2 at line 7. The loop index i ranges from 0 to 9 and is initialized at line 9. The conditional expression i<5 appears at line 10; the loop index i ranges from 0 to 9 and is initialized at line 9. The assignment a[d+i]=i at line 11 is safe (if the condition i<5 at line 10 is true); the term d is initialized from d=b*b+c*c at line 8; the term b is initialized from b=1 at line 6; the term c is initialized from c=2 at line 7; the loop index i ranges from 0 to 9 and is initialized at line 9. The assignment a[2*d-1-i]=i at line 12 is safe (if the condition i<5 at line 10 is false); the term d is initialized from d=b*b+c*c at line 8; the term b is initialized from b=1 at line 6; the term c is initialized from c=2 at line 7; the loop index i ranges from 0 to 9 and is initialized at line 9.
The assignment x = a[a [5] ] at line 13 is safe; using the invariant for the loop at line 9 and the postcondition i=9+1 after the loop. 
Invariants
To enable the document generator to recognize those parts of the verification conditions which come from loop invariants, we need to specifically label them with labels of the form inv(I). Then, while generating explanations for fragments within loops, we first find if the loop has an explicit invariant. If it does, we check if the fragment shares any variables with the invariant. The idea behind this is that it is always possible that the loop invariant might be completely unrelated to the safety of a fragment within that loop. In such a case, our explanations should not consider the loop invariant. However, if the invariant does (presumably) affect the safety of a fragment, we incorporate it into the explanation using the label giving the line at which the invariant was defined.
Simplifying the Explanations
We have designed the document generator to be comprehensive. For some of the more complex programs synthesized by AutoBayes, the safety document can run to over a hundred pages.
One technique which we have implemented is to allow users to slice the explanation with respect to specific variables or line numbers. The document generator will then provide explanations only for those fragments that fall within the parts of interest (as well as any fragments they depend on).
However, although slicing can be used to focus attention to individual areas, it is still nice to get an overall justification of why a program is safe. One important technique for making the tool scalable (discussed in the conclusion) is to make use of high-level structuring information from a model. Another is to observe that some facts are clearly more important than others. We have implemented a simple heuristic which ranks the fragments and displays them based on user request. For instance, initialization of variables to constants can be viewed as a trivial command so the corresponding explanation can be eliminated. We have categorized fragments (in order of increasing priority) in terms of assignments to numeric constants, loop variable initializations, variable initializations, array accesses and -the highest priority -any command involving invariants.
The rationale behind giving explanations involving invariants the highest priority is that invariants are generally used to fill in the trickiest parts of a proof, so are most likely to be of interest.
Conclusions and Future Work
The documentation generation system which we have described here builds on our state-of-the-art program synthesis system, and offers a novel combination of synthesis, verification and documentation. We believe that documentation capabilities such as this are essential for formal techniques to gain acceptance.
Although we do not (yet) use any symbolical evaluation, we believe that the simple technique of analyzing the verification conditions provides useful insights. Our plan is to combine the safety documentation with ongoing work on design documentation. We currently have a system which is able to document the synthesized code (explaining the specification, how it relates to the generated code, design choices made during synthesis, and so on), either as in-line comments in the code or as a browsable document, but it remains to integrate this with the safety document generator. We intend to let the user choose between various standard formats for the documentation (such as those mandated by DO-178B or internal NASA requirements).
A big problem for NASA is the recertification of modified code. In fact, this can be a limiting factor in deciding whether a code change is feasible or not. For synthesis, the problem is that there is currently no easy way to combine manual modifications to synthesized code with later runs of the synthesis system. We would like to be able to generate documentation which is specific to the changes which have been made.
Finally, we intend to extend our certification system with new policies (including resource usage, unit safety, and constraints on the implementation environment). The two safety policies which we have illustrated this with here are language-specific in the sense that the notion of safety is at the level of individual commands in the language. We have also looked at domain-specific policies (such as for various matrix properties) where the reasoning takes place at the level of code blocks. This will entail an interesting extension to the document generator, making use of domain-specific concepts, and we are currently redesigning our entire synthesis framework to make use of explicit domain models. Clearly, reflecting the high-level structure of the code in the documentation will be important in making this approach scalable.
